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The Google Resume: How to Prepare for a Career and Land a Job at Apple, Microsoft, Google, or any Top Tech CompanyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Just so you’re clear: it was not my idea to give a talk to Microsoft Research. I had learned embarrassingly little about computer science in my 18 years of life, and the last thing I wanted to do is to have that exposed in front of a bunch of genius PhDs in MSR. But my manager thought it’d be a great...
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The Talent Code: Greatness Isn't Born. It's Grown. Here's How.Bantam, 2009

	What is the secret of talent? How do we unlock it? In this groundbreaking work, journalist and New York Times bestselling author Daniel Coyle provides parents, teachers, coaches, businesspeople—and everyone else—with tools they can use to maximize potential in themselves and others.

	

	Whether you’re coaching...
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6 Secrets to Startup Success: How to Turn Your Entrepreneurial Passion into a Thriving BusinessAMACOM, 2011

	You have always dreamed of skydiving, imagining yourself in a free

	fall, high above the earth, parachute ready to open with the pull of a

	rip cord.





	One day you decide to give it a try. You drive to the local airport

	and quickly spot the skydiving center at the edge of a wide airfield,

	far across a parking lot...
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XML, XSLT, Java, and JSP: A Case Study in Developing a Web ApplicationNew Riders Publishing, 2001
The book is a practical, hands-on experience in building web applications based on XML and Java technologies. This book is unique because it teaches the technologies by using them to build a web chat project throughout the book.  The project is explained in great detail, after the reader is shown how to get and install the necessary tools to be...
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Game Development with SlimDX (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	A fast-paced and practical guide on game development using SlimDX


	Overview

	
		Harness the power of DirectInput and XInput to detect and respond to user input from keyboard, mouse, and joysticks/gamepads while adding the allimportant interactivity to your games
	
		Make the most of Direct2D,...
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JavaScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
For over 25 years, I have written the books I wished had already been written to help me learn or use a new technology. Whenever possible, I like to get in at the very beginning of a new authoring or programming environment, feel the growing pains, and share with readers the solutions to my struggles. This sixth edition of JavaScript Bible...
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Mac OS X Leopard BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get up to speed on Mac OS X Leopard with this in-depth guide
    The beauty of Leopard is that there is so much more than meets the eye, including over 300 new enhancements and its ability to run on both Intel PCs and PowerPC Macs. This comprehensive reference is your best guide on how to tame this powerful new cat. You'll find...
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HTML5 Game Development with GameMakerPackt Publishing, 2013

	Experience a captivating journey that will take you from creating a full-on shoot 'em up to your first social web browser game


	Overview

	
		Build browser-based games and share them with the world
	
		Master the GameMaker Language with easy to follow examples
	
		Every game comes with...
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Community Server Quickly: A Concise and Practical Guide to Installation, Administration, and CustomizationPackt Publishing, 2006
Working with this clear and concise step-by-step guide you'll be up and running with a fully featured Community Server Express Edition website based on ASP.NET as fast as possible. With full coverage of installing, managing, and customizing this powerful tool for your community audience, this book is the essential administrator's companion...
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The Catalogue of Shipwrecked Books: Christopher Columbus, His Son, and the Quest to Build the World's Greatest LibraryScribner, 2019

	“Like a Renaissance wonder cabinet, full of surprises and opening up into a lost world.” —Stephen Greenblatt

	

	“A captivating adventure…For lovers of history, Wilson-Lee offers a thrill on almost every page…Magnificent.” —The New York Times Book Review...
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DirectX Audio Exposed : Interactive Audio DevelopmentWordware Publishing, 2003
This text features a look into the most advanced interactive music and audio development system in history. DirectX Audio, a suite of tools and technologies allows software engineers and content creators to create interactive, adaptive audio content.

DirectX 0 Audio Exposed: Interactive Development features a look into the most...
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Programming Data Driven Web Applications with ASP.NETSams Publishing, 2001
Programming Data-Driven Web Applications with ASP.NET provides readers with a solid understanding of ASP.NET and how to effectively integrate databases with their Web sites. The key to making information instantly available on the Web is integrating the Web site and the database to work as one piece.  The authors teach this using ASP.NET,...
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